Financial Foundation Group – Aiding
their Fellow Men and their Best
Friends
DENVER, Colo., Dec. 29 (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) — The Financial Foundation
Group, also known as FFG, is excited to have been a big contributor to
Freedom Dog Services on November 21, 2008. This volunteer day gave employees
of FFG the opportunity to take the day off from the office and instead donate
their time to the Freedom Service Dogs organization.

Freedom Service Dogs is a non-profit organization that rescues dogs from
shelters where they may potentially be put down. Freedom Service Dogs then
custom trains the dogs to provide lifetime support and assistance to people
with disabilities. Through this program people are able to get through the
day to day activities and lead a higher quality of life.
Employees of Freedom Services Dogs are committed to making sure that every
dog finds the perfect home. If the dog does not have the proper temperament
or is potentially too shy to work with the disabled they are determined to
find an adoptive family as the organization is a no-kill facility. Even
though FFG and Freedom Service Dogs are different companies in completely
different industries, both organizations share a similar mindset of trying to

help anyone possible. The Financial Foundation Group believes everyone,
regardless of their current situation, should have the opportunity to work
with a financial professional and plan for their future.
“Being able to take time away from the office to volunteer and give back to
the community is very important to everyone at FFG. It was a great experience
to see how committed everyone was to helping the dogs at Freedom Dog
Services. It was also very nice to do some team building outside the office
with another great organization,” says Melissa Bowman, Executive Director, of
the Financial Foundation Group of Denver.
In 2002, through an affiliate company, the Financial Foundation Group opened
its doors with just three people. FFG has experienced a phenomenal growth
rate over the past few years and today they have grown to have 6 offices and
approximately 100 people affiliated with the organization nationwide.
“I believe the growth that FFG has experienced in the past few years is due
to the commitment level that each of us has to helping people establish their
financial goals and objectives as well as our commitment to giving back to a
community,” Ms. Bowman states. “Giving the opportunity to our employees to
volunteer is extremely important to us nationwide. This way we can not only
help our clients, but also those who are less fortunate.”
Associates of the Financial Foundation Group are also registered
representatives with and offer securities through InterSecurities, Inc.
(ISI), member FINRA, SIPC. ISI, is a national full service Broker/Dealer
offering investment, retirement and insurance products and services which
allows their representatives to offer financial products to suit each
individual client’s needs.
The knowledgeable staff at FFG has access to a wide array of investment
products and can provide assistance with life insurance choices and in
providing wealth building strategies.
The company’s web site, www.FinancialFoundationGroup.com, has current market
information and summaries for clients to review. It also provides breaking
financial news and the top Associated Press headlines and stories.
For more company information, visit:
http://www.FinancialFoundationGroup.com/.
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